This article presents MidiTok, a Python package to encode MIDI files into sequences of tokens to be used with sequential Deep Learning models like Transformers or Recurrent Neural Networks. It allows researchers and developers to encode datasets with various strategies built around the idea that they share common parameters. This key idea makes it easy to: 1) optimize the size of the vocabulary and the elements it can represent w.r.t. the MIDI specifications; 2) compare tokenization methods to see which performs best in which case; 3) measure the relevance of additional information like chords or tempo changes. Code and documentation of MidiTok are on Github.

1. INTRODUCTION

From recent progress in Neural NLP have emerged models and methods, such as Transformer and attention mechanisms, which are also used in most recent music-related models [1]. Using symbolic Music with these models requires, as for text, to tokenize this data, i.e. transform it into sequences of tokens to be encoded in embedding vectors afterwards. Lately, research in the field of symbolic music generation highlighted the importance of how music is encoded, i.e. how the notes, its attributes, time and other information are transformed into tokens, grouped and arranged for specific purposes. Most papers legitimately praise the benefits of their encoding strategy compared with others, but sometimes without explicitly stating their key differences or similarities. For this purpose, we created MidiTok, an open-source Python package reproducing the most popular tokenization methods with common parameters, allowing the encoding of symbolic music with different strategies, while representing the exact same information with the same accuracy.
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1 github.com/Natooz/MidiTok. MidiTok can be installed with pip.

2. TOKENIZATION METHODS

MidiTok features the most known tokenization methods. Thus we introduce them below and point to the related articles for details.

- Midi-Like [2], which encodes MIDI messages (Note On, Note Off, Time-shift...) as distinct tokens.
- Structured MIDI Encoding introduced with the Piano Inpainting Application [3]. It is similar to Midi-Like but with Duration tokens instead of Note Off, and a recurring pattern of token type successions.
- REMI in the Pop Music Transformer [4], represents time with Bar and Position tokens, allowing a model to easily understand recurring music patterns.
- Compound Word in CP Transformer [5] is similar to REMI, but uses the associative properties of embeddings to group tokens together. Hence, it reduces the length of the sequence which thus reduces the complexity of the model. This is especially useful for softmax attention mechanism with quadratic complexity.
- Octuple [6], similarly to Compound Word, groups tokens together, and includes the current bar and position, tempo and track information to each embedding.
- MuMIDI introduced with PopMAG [7], groups tokens of each note’s attributes and includes a beat and bar wise positional encoding.

The motivation of our work is twofold: 1) Take advantage of each best tokenization method, 2) Benefit from a fair comparison framework (see Section 3).

Figure 1. A sheet music and two token representations.
3. COMMON TOKENIZATION PARAMETERS

In MidiTok, each tokenization method contains four parameters ensuring that notes and their attributes are represented with the same precision. Figure 2 shows the common operation flow of MidiTok. The following flexible parameters allow to reduce the length of a vocabulary \( V \), which is often desired to reduce the perplexity of a model’s predictions:

- **pitch_range**: Specifies the minimum and maximum pitch values. Whereas pitch can take values from 0 to 127, the General MIDI 2 specifications\(^2\) details the recommended pitch ranges for each program (i.e., instrument). In MidiTok the default pitch range starts from 21 to 108, which covers every recommended pitch values from the specifications.

- **nb_velocities**: Is the number \( n \) of velocity values to represent. The velocities of a MIDI, from 0 to 127, will be quantized into \( n \) values.

- **beat_res**: Specifies the sample rates per beat and the beat ranges to apply them. This parameter is given as a map, for instance \( \{ (0,4): 8, (4,12): 4 \} \) where beats 1 to 4 will be quantized at 8 samples per beat, and beats 5 to 12 at 4 samples per beat. This allows the creation of accurate duration and time-shift values for short notes and less accurate values for longer notes. The latter tend to occur less often in most cases.

- **additional_tokens**: Represents the additional tokens to be included, they are described in the next Section.

![Figure 2. The main operation flow of MidiTok.](image)

4. ADDITIONAL TOKENS

Similarly to the featured encoding methods, MidiTok proposes to include additional tokens within the sequences. We depict them below:

- **chord**: Indicates that a chord is being played at the current time step. In MidiTok we designed a simple and efficient time-step based algorithm to detect chords.

- **rest**: Acts as a "Time-Shift" event moving the time from section where no note is being played. Rests are key elements in music as they are part of the overall texture. Similarly to sheet music where rests help a musician to read, it might be beneficial to explicitly inform a deep learning model where the rests are within a music part, instead of just moving in time.

- **tempo**: Informs of the current tempo. This additional token type operates with two parameters: the tempo range (minimum and maximum tempo) and the number of tempo values to quantize this range.

Furthermore, MidiTok offers to include program tokens in the vocabulary if ones need them, for multitask tasks for instance. We plan to include Control Change messages to bring further more expressive information and allow a model to generate MIDI effects such as the sustain pedal or modulation wheel.

5. CASE STUDY AND FUTURE WORK

This section presents a short case study of MidiTok. When using transformer networks, sequence length is a well known bottleneck due to the quadratic complexity of the dot product attention mechanism. With this concern in mind, researchers found ways to reduce sequence lengths, creating methods like Compound Word [5] or Octuple [6].

We tokenized the MetaMIDI\(^3\) [8] and GiantMIDI [9] datasets with four methods and measured the average sequence lengths, reported in Table 1. We used pitches from 21 to 108, 32 velocities, beat resolutions of \( \{ (0,8): 8, (8,16): 4, (16,32): 2 \} \) and no additional tokens.

We first notice that the CP Word strategy reduces the length by more than half in every case. Other strategies give similar results, which depends on the characteristics of the MIDI files. MIDI-Like will be shorter than Structured for MIDIs with chords, and vice versa.

These numbers are however to be considered depending on other criteria. We begin to see efficient transformers [10, 11] taking benefit of the kernel trick to reduce the complexity of attention from \( O(L^2) \) to \( O(L) \) with very few assumptions. These models are used in [3, 5] and show good results that could question the interest of sequence length reduction strategies. With these questions, our current research aims to measure which tokenization methods perform best for various cases, tasks, attention mechanisms, positional encodings and datasets.

![Table 1. Average length of token sequences.](image)

6. CONCLUSION

This article presents MidiTok, a convenient package for tokenizing MIDI files featuring multiple strategies with common and flexible parameters. We expect it to facilitate the task of tokenizing MIDI files for research topics such as symbolic music generation or information retrieval.

---

\(^2\) See the MIDI Manufacturers Association website

\(^3\) Actually a subset of 33,027 distinct MIDI files from a weighted graph matching of the MIDI-Audio scores.
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